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East Imperial Soft Announces Facebook 

Discounts 

East Imperial Soft, the manufacturer of an extensive range of data recovery tools, opens a 

Facebook account and announces a 50% discount to Facebook users. Facebook users 

who connect with East Imperial Soft on Facebook receive a discount code for a 50% 

discount towards the purchase of any data recovery product sold by the company. 

“For our company, Facebook is not just another 

marketing channel”, says Stanislav Ermolov, East 

Imperial Soft CEO. “We don’t plan on opening a 

corporate account and letting it sit idle. Instead, we’ll be 

regularly publishing special offers and offer unique 

coupons and discounts only available to Facebook 

users”. 

To celebrate the opening of a Facebook account, East 

Imperial Soft offers all Facebook users an opportunity to 

save 50% off retail on all data recovery products sold by 

the company. In order to use the special offer, 

customers should connect with East Imperial Soft on 

Facebook at https://www.facebook.com/magicuneraser 

and click on the “Buy Now” link.  

Data Recovery Tools Sold by East Imperial Soft 

East Imperial Soft offers a wide range of data recovery tools. 

Magic Partition Recovery is the company’s top of the line data recovery tool allowing its users to extract 

information from formatted disks, deleted partitions and badly damaged storage media. Sophisticated data 

recovery algorithms used in Magic Partition Recovery open the possibility of recovering information from 

severely damaged and otherwise inaccessible media. Customers requiring a FAT-only or NTFS-only version 

of Magic Partition Recovery can realize substantial savings by ordering either Magic FAT Recovery or Magic 

NTFS Recovery. 

On the other side of the spectrum the company features Magic Uneraser, a wizard-based file undelete tool. 

Magic Uneraser makes recovering deleted files and folders as quick and easy as browsing the disk with 
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Windows Explorer. Magic Uneraser recognizes all types of magnetic and solid-state storage media including 

hard disks, memory cards and USB flash drives.  

In addition, East Imperial Soft offers two specialized tools for recovering office documents and digital images: 

Magic Office Recovery and Magic Photo Recovery. Customers requiring support for a single office format 

can save by ordering Magic Word Recovery or Magic Excel Recovery. 

About East Imperial Soft 

Founded in 2002, East Imperial Soft develops end-user data recovery products for Microsoft Windows. The 

company’s wide range of recovery tools covers the needs of novice computer users and data recovery 

professionals. The company offers end-user solutions that combine advanced technical capabilities with the 

level of usability allowing its products to be used by home users and professionals altogether. 

East Imperial Soft on Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/magicuneraser 
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